Custom earpieces are molded from an impression taken directly from your ear. Your ear should be free from any debris, moisture, or infection.
Custom Earpieces

Precise, custom-fit earpieces provide comfortable and highly-effective sound transmission to the ear for a multitude of applications. A wide variety of custom-fit hearing protection products are available that can protect people in work, recreation, and entertainment environments from an increasingly noisy world.

Custom In-Ear Monitors

This product is designed for professional musicians, studio engineers and producers for use during recording, mixing and mastering original music content. In-ear monitors are also an excellent product for the “audiophile” or serious music listener because of its natural and authentic sound reproduction. Since they are noise isolating, there is no need to be concerned with environmental acoustics and noise.

Custom Audio Earbuds

Do you love the sound of your earphones, but they begin to feel uncomfortable during use? Enjoy your personal electronic device: cell phone, iPod or other MP3 player and hear voices and music clearer at lower volumes by blocking out background noise with custom fit earbuds. These earpieces will accept stock earbuds from virtually any manufacturer and hold them securely in the ear, providing excellent sound and reduced external noise.

Custom Musician Earplug

Custom musician earplugs are the devices of choice for performing musicians and concert attendees and are also a great option for anyone who needs to hear accurately in high noise environments. Popular with music teachers, DJs, flight attendants, bartenders, waitresses, dentists and dental workers, it is a canal-style earplug that is virtually unnoticeable. The flat attenuation characteristics allow the wearer to hear accurately - but at a safer volume!

Custom Swim Plugs

Many persons recovering from ear infections or ear surgery, as well as those with chronic conditions such as drainage, must keep their ear canals dry to prevent more severe problems from developing. While no swim mold can create an absolutely watertight seal in the ear canal, properly fit swim molds will keep out most of the moisture that can aggravate outer ear conditions. Ideal for bathing, showering or swimming, these items are simply soft custom ear molds without any bore or tubing. These items are great for both kids and adults.

Custom Sleep Plugs

Perfect for anyone with a snoring spouse, partner or companion, frequent travelers, flight attendants, light sleepers or anyone whose sleep is disturbed by city street activity. While universal fit earplugs tend to be uncomfortable and can easily fall out of your ears, custom fit plugs offer better comfort, better retention and increased attenuation of noise.